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(2012-01-26 18:58) myself:  also, there is no sr user called smedley, I guess he 

hasn't make him yet 
 
(2012-01-26 18:58) myself:  pretty great.  speaking of spliffs, they are abundant 

here, so I may just have to partake :) 
 
(2012-01-26 18:58) vj:  Ah, I'll send him a note about that - when he said he 

was on at both sites, I guess he meant the private 
forums and the SRForums 

 
(2012-01-26 18:59) vj:  Yeah, had zero sleep last night due to leg/muscle 

cramps, and there was in the mail today a 1oz. time of 
Tangerine pheno AOrange from ~s, that's taken about 
a month to wend it's way to me. Kismet, I say. 

 
(2012-01-26 19:00) vj:   1oz. tin., oops. 
 
(2012-01-26 19:02) vj:   Are you managing to relax? 
 
(2012-01-26 19:02) myself:  yea, for sure.  friendly folks everywhere.  very relaxing 

environment. 
 
(2012-01-26 19:02) vj:   Sounds very Thai 
 
(2012-01-26 19:03) myself:  haha, I didn't expect you to start guessing 
 
(2012-01-26 19:03) vj:  Heh - was a comment, not a guess. I love thailand for 

the weather, the people, and the weed ain't bad either. 
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(2012-02-01 19:10) myself:  ok, yea I keep all of my income/expenses from the site 

on a spreadsheet 
… 

 
(2012-02-01 19:16) vj:   how many concurrent users does the site have? 
 
(2012-02-01 19:17) myself:  I'm actually not sure 
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(2012-02-01 19:17) myself:  I think I have 24 hrs, lemme see 
 
(2012-02-01 19:17) vj:   k 
 
(2012-02-01 19:17) vj:   <-- making a coffee, back in 3 
 
(2012-02-01 19:18) myself:  unique users logged in: 

day: 6073 
week: 17589 
month: 38021 
quarter: 72830 

 
(2012-02-01 19:21) vj:  interesting numbers - the big question is how many 

concurrent 
 
(2012-02-01 19:22) vj:   I'd like to know how many last night when it gacked. 
 
(2012-02-01 19:22) vj:   the old server was 4 cores and 16 gb? 
 
(2012-02-01 19:22) myself:  lemme see 
 
(2012-02-01 19:23) myself:  4 core 4 gb 
 
(2012-02-01 19:23) vj:  well all things being consistent, it will surely grab 

some well - needed headroom 
 
(2012-02-01 19:24) vj:   have you thought about SR2 / utah / easter bunny 
 
(2012-02-01 19:25) vj:   and how to intertwine them all 
 
(2012-02-01 19:25) vj: <-- thinks we should sit on our hands for a day or two, 

see how things shake out 
 
(2012-02-01 19:25) myself:  ok 
 
(2012-02-01 19:25) vj:  We'll have better info to make a decision the more 

time we give it. 
 
(2012-02-01 19:26) myself:  yea, no rush 
 
(2012-02-01 19:26) vj:   let's dicuss it again on Friday then. 
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(2012-02-01 19:26) myself:  was thinking of giving him the choice 
 
(2012-02-01 19:27) vj:  So yeah, that's my things for today then. Don't need 

coin from you for a while, and we'll let utah/smed 
interact a bit more before we make any decisions there. 
Anything on your mind today? 

 
(2012-02-01 19:28) myself:  took the day off.  ran around beaches and jungles with 

some girls, very little on my mind :D 
 
(2012-02-01 19:28) vj:  girls and jungles, life dont' get any better for o'l Dread 

Pirate Roberts, eh. 
 
(2012-02-01 19:29) vj:  But we'll hear no more of your fancy agorist beaches 

and babes talk! 
 
 
 


